Abstract—Accurate cancer risk prediction from genetic and environment variables is a key problem in medicine. One approach is to use somatic mutations which could potentially be used in early detection and prevention. SNP based studies are the most common ones utilizing this approach, however most studies lack a cross-study validation component across at least two independent studies. Here we explore the cross-validation and cross-study validation of predicting kidney cancer case and controls with SNPs obtained from whole exome sequences at the National Cancer Institute. From the Genomics Data Commons portal we obtained aligned whole exome sequences of two different kidney cancer studies: 110 cases and controls of KIRP for renal papillary cell carcinoma and 34 cases and controls of KICH for kidney chromophobe cell carcinoma. We performed a rigorous quality control procedure to obtain SNPs and rank them with feature selection. On top ranked SNPs we find the support vector machine to obtain a cross-validation accuracy of 0.71 (with 10 SNPs) and 0.72 (with 20 SNPs) in KIRP and KICH respectively. We then learn a model on KIRP and with 10 SNPs achieve an accuracy of 0.66 on the KICH samples. Our work shows that we can predict kidney chromophobe carcinoma from a kidney papillary carcinoma dataset with better than a random classification which would have 0.5 accuracy. In continuing work we are expanding these sample sizes and extending cross-study to other kidney cancer datasets in the NCI GDC portal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cancer risk prediction from one’s DNA is of considerable interest in modern medicine [1], [24]. One way to achieve this is to determine mutations by comparing DNA in tumor cells to healthy ones. Such mutations are called somatic and could potentially be used for early detection and prevention of cancer [23], [16], [26].

The majority of efforts on predicting cancer are focused on using SNPs obtained from genome-wide association studies and from whole exome sequences [28], [2], [18], [22], [10]. However, there are also dangerous pitfalls associated with SNP-based cancer risk prediction [27]. The most common one is lack of validation on an independent dataset, also known as cross-study validation [5]. Most studies focus on the cross-validation accuracy which is obtained by splitting a given dataset randomly into training and validation several times and obtaining the average accuracy on the validation. In a cross-study validation we want to see how well SNPs determined on data for one disease from a specific study generalizes to the same disease or a related one from a different study.

Here we explore the accuracy of predicting kidney cancer case and controls with somatic mutations across two different whole exome sequence dataset obtained from the National Cancer Institute Genomic Data Commons database [12]. We consider datasets of renal papillary cell carcinoma and chromophobe renal cell carcinoma. Our data are pre-aligned short read sequences from which we determine variants. We study three quality control methods of variant detection and show that the most rigorous one gives the most parsimonious model with the highest accuracy.

Our main result is the cross-study validation between the two datasets. We show that we achieve an accuracy of 66.2% when predicting chromophobe individuals after learning a model of 10 SNPs from the renal papillary dataset. Our work here suggests that we can predict kidney chromophobe carcinoma with high quality SNPs obtained from a kidney papillary carcinoma dataset. We are continuing this work include all remaining samples in the two datasets and cross-study across other datasets in the NCI GDC portal. Below we describe our methods in detail followed by experimental results.
II. METHODS

We describe here our data along with our quality control protocol. We then describe our machine learning pipeline.

A. Data

There are several kidney cancer whole exome datasets at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Genomic Data Commons (GDC) portal from across three different projects: The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), TARGET, and Foundation Medicine Adult Cancer Clinical Dataset (FM-AD). We obtained authorization to the TCGA project from where we downloaded two of their three datasets.

- Kidney Renal Papillary Cell Carcinoma (KIRP): total of 291 individuals
- Kidney Chromophobe (KICH): total of 113 individuals

Both datasets contain individuals of European, African, and Asian ancestry and have older patients between stage I and III cancer. For each individual in each dataset exome sequences of the affected cell and a healthy cell (from the same person) are made available.

In order to avoid mutations that occur from ancestry differences we considered just individuals of European ancestry (which is also the majority ancestry). Due to time constraints and checksum/download errors we were able to download only some male subjects from each study. In Table I we give the number of case and controls that we downloaded successfully for each study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCGA-KIRP</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCGA-KICH</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each case and control file that we downloaded are pre-aligned exome sequences to the human genome reference (build 38, version GRCh38.d1.vd1) with the BWA program [13]. Thus, from the GDC portal we obtained BAM files [14] for each individual’s tumor and healthy exome sequences. These are binary files of the SAM format that show the alignment of each short read to the reference genome.

The NCI GDC portal also contains files with already detected variants for each individual. However, those variants were obtained by comparing each individual’s healthy exome sequences to their tumor ones. In our analysis we do a collective analysis of all the individuals at the same time to determine variants so we can detect missing values as explained below.

B. Quality control for determining SNPs

We combine all the case and controls and perform a collective variant analysis with the popular Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) software [17], [8], [4]. In the collective analysis we were able to identify SNPs that are not reported across samples. For example if a SNP does not pass quality control it is not reported and is thus a missing value.

We study three filtering methods of obtaining SNPs with the popular Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) software [17], [8], [4]. By default any reads with a MAPQ quality score (which is a measure of the alignment quality) below 25 is eliminated in the analysis.

- Soft filtering: This is the GATK Variant Quality Score Recalibration which uses machine learning to identify good variants from bad ones.
- Hard filtering: Any SNP with a genotype quality score below 30 and a depth below 5 is ignored. The genotype quality score is a statistical quantity the gives us the accuracy of the SNP and the depth is the minimum of reads that contain the SNP. These are default values used in the GATK program.
- Soft and hard filtering: Both of the above are applied.

After each filtering we remove any SNP that is missing (not reported by GATK) in at least one sample, thus eliminating the need for imputation. After filtering we obtain number of SNPs given in Table II. In the same table we also show the number of SNPs common in the two studies, we use these for the cross-study validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft+hard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCGA-KIRP</td>
<td>264858</td>
<td>131141</td>
<td>109700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCGA-KICH</td>
<td>246290</td>
<td>135937</td>
<td>111394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection of KIRP and KICH</td>
<td>131157</td>
<td>44426</td>
<td>36029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. SNP encoding

Once a dataset of SNPs is obtained after the quality control described above we perform encoding. The GATK program outputs variants in the VCF format [7] which encodes the reference allele as 0 and alternate alleles (including gap) from 1 onwards. For example a genotype of 0/0 means the individual is homozygous in the reference allele, 0/2 means heterozygous in the second alternate allele, and 1/1 means homozygous in the second alternate allele. We can encode these to unique numbers with the simple formula $4A + B$ for a SNP enconded as A/B.

D. Experimental performance study

To evaluate the predictive capability of SNPs we perform cross-validation and a cross-study validation experiment. In the cross-validation we split a given dataset into train and test and evaluate the error of predicting the test. A high accuracy doesn’t necessarily mean the SNPs would generalize to other datasets or related diseases. Thus we also perform a cross-study validation to determine generalization to another dataset.
1) Cross-validation and machine learning: We describe our step-wise cross-validation procedure below.

1) First we randomly split the number of samples into two random disjoint sets of 90:10 ratio. We call the 90% set our training data and the 10% test data.

2) We rank the SNPs according to the Pearson correlation coefficient [3] as implemented in the Python scikit-learn machine learning library [19]. The Pearson correlation coefficient is the sample correlation coefficient that measures the covariance between two variables divided by their variances to normalize. A value close to 1 or -1 indicates a linear correlation whereas 0 means the variables are uncorrelated [3].

3) We consider the top $k$ ranked SNPs for increasing values of $k$ and train a support vector machine (SVM) [6] also with the linear SVM in the Python scikit-learn library [19]. We cross-validate the regularization parameter $C$ of the SVM by cross-validating on the training set (as opposed to the whole dataset as we are doing here).

4) Briefly the support vector machine is a linear classifier with known powerful generalization capabilities. It is also easy and fast to train.

5) With the trained model we predict case and controls of the individuals in the test dataset and determine the error (since we know their true case and control status).

6) We repeat the above steps 10 times and take the average error.

2) Cross-study validation: Here we wish to determine the error of predicting case and controls across two independently obtained studies. We measure the error of predicting case and control in the KICH dataset, which contain individuals with renal chromophobe carcinoma, with a model trained on the KIRP dataset, which are renal papillary carcinoma individuals.

### III. Results

We begin with cross-validation accuracy of each dataset.

**A. Cross-validation**

In Figure III we show the average accuracy of the support vector across 10 random 90:10 train test splits of the KIRP dataset. We make several interesting observations consistent with previous findings.

- Top ranked SNPs with the Pearson correlation coefficient give a higher accuracy than lower ranked ones and all SNPs. This is consistent with previous findings on predicting cancer and disease risk with genomic SNPs [18], [2], [20]
- The soft filtering gives a slightly higher accuracy (reaching 0.76 with 500 SNPs) and fluctuating curve compared to hard and combined filtering.
- The hard and combined filtering achieve their top accuracy of 0.72 and 0.71 with just top 20 and 10 ranked SNPs respectively.
- The combined filtering gives us the most parsimonious model, it achieves its highest accuracy with the fewest number of SNPs (10).
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We now look at the average accuracy of the support vector machine on top ranked SNPs obtained after three filterings on the KICH dataset (Figure IV). This dataset is less than one third the size of the KICH dataset and so we see different trends. Due to its small sample size the accuracy fluctuates in all three filterings and peaks equally with a few and many SNPs. We use this dataset primarily as an independent set.

**B. Cross-study validation**

For the cross-study validation we learn a support vector machine model on top ranked SNPs in the KIRP dataset and predict individuals in the KICH dataset. In Figure V we see that the most parsimonious model is given by the soft and hard filtering. There we see an accuracy of 0.66 with just 10 SNPs. In comparison the hard filtering peaks at 0.63 with 10 SNPs and soft peaks at 0.7 with 100,000 SNPs.

While our focus is on the cross-study prediction accuracy,
we show in Table VI the top 10 ranked SNPs in the cross-study validation. These SNPs are present in both studies but the ranking is performed on just the KIRP (training) dataset. We see that most of the SNPs are in coding regions except for two. The SNP in the ANO2 gene has the highest Pearson correlation whereas the others are lower by a large margin. The same SNP is also highly ranked in both the datasets separately.

The ANO2 gene belongs to the family of anocytamins that are known to be expressed in gastrointestinal stromal tumors and neck and head carcinoma [25]. This gene is known to have a functional role in calcium activated chloride currents [9] but it is unclear how that relates kidney cancer. The ANO1 gene that comes from the same family, however, is known to be expressed in pancreatic cancer [21]. In continuing work as we add more samples and explore other kidney cancer datasets we expect to make more interesting biological findings.

C. Ranking of previously known kidney cancer genes in our data

In Table VII we show the ranking of SNPs present in genes previously known to be associated with kidney cancer [15]. We show the rankings as well as the Pearson correlation coefficients in the KIRP and KICH datasets separately and the intersection of their SNPs (as in the cross-study). The MET gene is the highest ranked in the KIRP study in this dataset and is also a drug target for clinical treatment of renal papillary carcinoma [11]. We see that these genes have low Pearson correlation coefficients indicating that while they are associated with kidney cancer from previous studies their predictive value is limited here.

### TABLE VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Alt</th>
<th>Pearson</th>
<th>Gene/Region</th>
<th>Chromosome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G,C</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>ANO2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>ADAMTS9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Non-coding</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>GORAB</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>NR2C2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>SELP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Non-coding</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>LOC100421093</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>C9orf171</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>FBXLI4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>KIRP</th>
<th>KICH</th>
<th>KIRP &amp; KICH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VHL</td>
<td>28296 (5.39e-18)</td>
<td>35817 (1.026e-17)</td>
<td>15831 (5.39e-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH</td>
<td>107511 (0)</td>
<td>6437 (0.07)</td>
<td>35682 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLCN</td>
<td>15889 (1.88e-17)</td>
<td>2777 (0.096)</td>
<td>13308 (7.26e-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>1975 (0.026)</td>
<td>20909 (3.86e-17)</td>
<td>799 (0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSC1</td>
<td>5732 (0.009)</td>
<td>4327 (0.088)</td>
<td>7430 (2.05e-17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSC2</td>
<td>16060 (1.85e-17)</td>
<td>4295 (0.088)</td>
<td>7816 (1.85e-17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Conclusion

We perform an initial cross-validation and cross-study validation across two kidney cancer datasets obtained from the NCI GDC database. Our results show that we can predict kidney chromophobe carcinoma case and controls with 66% accuracy with SNPs learnt from a kidney papillary cell carcinoma dataset. We are extending our study to include more samples from the existing datasets and other datasets from the NCI GDC database.
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